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Application to Bring Two-Way Teaching and Learning to Mobile Devices

Blackboard Inc. announced plans for Blackboard Mobile Learn, an application that will bring two-way teaching and
learning to mobile devices.
Kevin Alansky, senior director, ProEd Marketing, told MT2 that Blackboard Mobile Learn extends and enriches the
course experience from Blackboard Learn, its flagship learning management platform, to smartphones and other
web-enabled mobile devices via a native mobile application. “Users will be able to interact with their institution’s
Blackboard Learn implementation through applications that allow learners to check grades and assignments, add
comments to discussion boards, email instructors and classmates, and post comments on blogs—activities that
have, to date, been confined to laptops and other computers. Mobile Learn will be enabled on a range of platforms,”
he said.
The new application is applicable to military learners, said Alansky. “Teaching and learning is a big part of
professional development and training for lots of different roles within the military, and having access to that
information outside of the classroom or training event—either on the go or on the job—is a big part of how learners
can transfer information into their real lives,” he said, and added, “Mobile Learn provides the opportunity for social
learning and collaboration to continue beyond the laptop or computer to truly be anytime, anywhere.”
Asked about the applicability of Mobile Learn for diverse learning environments including flight lines, field hospitals
and the like, Alansky responded and emphasized, “Military staff—no matter where they are—can have access to
their course content on the go, and it’s a way to ensure that training and development exercises are making
individuals more effective in their roles outside of the classroom.”
David Palmer: david.palmer@blackboard.com

Raytheon Company and Motion Reality Inc. Ink a Reseller Agreement
Raytheon Company and Motion Reality Inc. have entered into an exclusive value-added reseller agreement to offer
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virtual 3-D mission and training applications to military, law enforcement and security forces.
The agreement pairs Raytheon’s leading defense and government systems expertise with MRI’s pioneering motioncapture technology, VIRTSIM. VIRTSIM can immerse up to 12 subjects wearing wireless head-mounted displays and
using actual or simulated weapons. This real-time, untethered experience is enhanced by muscle stimulation
technology, and the systems can be networked from multiple locations for distributed training.
The immersive 360-degree systems support force-on-force training and virtual artificially intelligent avatars that
respond to actions and voice commands.
Mark Blum, business development lead, Raytheon Network Centric Systems, told MT2 the teams are currently
bidding several projects, both domestic and international. He noted that in addition to the teams’ current IED
training efforts, “We are working to extend the range of mission applications we can simulate, bringing in new
technology to create an even greater level of simulation fidelity and flexibility for both training and mission
rehearsal.”
Mark Blum: rmblum@raytheon.com

BonesPro 4 Released
Digimation has released BonesPro 4—its unique character skinning tool for 3ds Max—in cooperation with 3d-io
developers and designers. The popular and reliable organic skinning plug-in has been improved and optimized to
further enhance artist productivity. The new version of BonesPro continues the tradition of incomparably fast and
easy skinning setup and smooth skin deformations.
David Avgikos, president, Digimation, said that while BonesPro 4 was designed more for the entertainment or
gaming community, “it certainly could meet the needs of someone in the military training community if they have a
background in CG animation and were responsible for creating realistic and accurate movements of the skeleton.”
There are technically over 100 new features to version 4, but three of the many major changes when compared to
version 3 are: multiple speed, interface and workflow optimizations; improved skin smoothness calculations; and
new real-time selection tools and visualization tools.
3d-io games & video production GmbH is a specialized company for high-end software development, modeling,
animation, rendering, CG effects and 3-D industrial design.
Rochelle Free: rochelle@digimation.com
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Software Tool Capable of Supporting Cyber Training
Scalable Network Technologies Inc. (SNT) announced the introduction of EXata/cyber, a new software tool designed
specifically to support and accelerate development of cybersecurity capability for communication networks.
EXata/cyber provides a robust emulation platform that can expose vulnerabilities (friendly and opposing) that
threaten communication networks, and enables the rapid development and testing of countermeasures.
This capability brings advantages in a number of crucial areas, including training deployed personnel to rapidly
defend and restore networks and shut down intruders.
EXata/cyber will be available for the first time in early May, said a statement provided to MT2. SNT also pointed
out, “EXata is being used by the U.S. Army ATEC organization at Ft. Hood and Ft. Bliss for operational test and
analysis and training. In addition, Ft. Gordon uses it in conjunction with Ft. Knox for realistic training exercises
including network communications. The 24th Air Force at Lackland AFB is bringing up a cyber test bed for realistic
cyber-analysis. Redstone Arsenal uses EXata for test and evaluation of new hardware and software platforms. The
JTRS NED program office is using EXata and two government owned libraries, CES (Comms Effect Server) and JNE
(JTRS Network Emulation) for realistic prototype JTRS radio testing in a full networking context.”
Dirk Eastman: deastman@scalable-networks.com

Well Done to Training Industry Company
With some industry teams in DoD’s crosshairs for acquisition missteps, it’s a pleasure to recognize a company from
our community, especially when it receives a “well done” from its service customer.
Media Box Studios was awarded a plaque for a job well done for the “support in the development of finest ICW the
Navy has ever seen.” Media Box Studios has been working with the Virginia Training & Support & Implementation
Team (VA TSIT) in the development of the SSN 774 Virginia Class submarine program for the past four years,
developing over 100+ hours of Interactive Courseware for the submarine force.
Richard Benedetto: rbenedetto@mediaboxstudios.com

Two New TerraTools Exporters Are Available
TerraSim Inc. announced that the TerraTools Exporter for OpenSceneGraph (OSG) and TerraTools Exporter for
Steel Beasts Professional (from eSim games) are available. Release versions can now be downloaded for use by
TerraSim customers with evaluation or pre-release licenses; interested TerraTools customers can request
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evaluation licenses for both new products. Both exporters are fully supported with complete product documentation.
A company statement provided to MT2 said, “These two new exporter plug-ins extend TerraTools’ impressive range
of capabilities to generate 3-D terrain databases correlated for both visual simulation and semi-automated forces
(SAF) applications of constructive simulation. In addition, they give TerraTools users the widest available choice of
formats for serious gaming, mission rehearsal and training.”
As with all TerraTools-built databases, projects that are exported to OSG and Steel Beasts Pro are improved by
TerraTools Core Urban Details processing. Roof clutter, freestanding walls, buildings with interiors and power lines
with wires can be automatically created.
The company statement also noted OpenSceneGraph and Steel Beasts Professional exports fully correlate with all
other runtimes supported by TerraTools plug-ins. “TerraTools supports serious gaming and visual formats with
export to VBS2 and OpenFlight. Constructive simulation is supported with exporters for OneSAF OTF, JCATS,
JointSAF CTDB for OTBSAF and JointSAF, GDB for MAK VR-Forces and more,” the statement concluded.
Amy Super: amysuper@terrasim.com

New 6-DOF Product Roll Out
Polhemus announced Patriot DB, the new six degree-of-freedom (DOF) tracking product that installs quickly and will
fit into any standard PC drive bay and allow up to two tracking sensors and one electromagnetic source. “This new
format permits the user to embed the tracker directly within their PC, allowing for a more simplified workspace
while maintaining the high accuracies associated with the standard Patriot tracker,” said a statement provided to
MT2. The Patriot DB continues to have the same accuracy and other specifications as the regular Patriot, including a
speed of 60 Hz per sensor and ease of use via an intuitive graphical user interface.
Skip Rodgers: skip@polhemus.com ♦
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